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"A Game I Am a Fan of" - PCGamer.com "A fantastic cinematic and deep experience" -
Gamespot.com "It was a breathtaking ride." - Joystiq.com Looking for More Games

Developed By The Rubeki?? On Top of that, Hollow Head: Director's Cut is shipping with a
bonus disc containing two new game demos. One is a side-scrolling platformer with giant

ball and ball collecting monsters, and the other is a top-down melee RPG featuring a
young magician/ninja hero. Read on for more information on the Hollow Head: Director's
Cut. Hollow Head: Director's Cut (PEGI 16): Developed By The Rubeki Published By The
Rubeki Hollow Head: Director's Cut is the definitive version of Hollow Head. It features

updated visuals, graphical polish, and a new host of features and enhancements. It's now
available on Nintendo Switch, Playstation 4, and Steam. Game Modes Following the

release of Hollow Head on Nintendo Switch, we've decided to add a 2-player cooperative
gameplay mode. It's a traditional platformer / adventure game type, with up to two

players playing as Hollow and Head in a 2-player co-op campaign. It’s also worth noting
that the single-player story campaign can now be played in free play mode, which means

players can relive the story at any point without being forced to play through it in a
particular order. Like other Hollow Head games, you'll encounter Riddles to solve,
challenges to overcome, and obstacles to clear. You'll also find random waves of

enemies and hazards to fight through, and hidden objects to find and use. Weapons And
Items Hollow Head: Director's Cut adds a new Overworld Toolbox. This gives you new
items to use during your adventures, including upgrades to unlock new powers, and

items to find. Additionally, the director's cut also adds new weapons, enemies, and items
to the Hollow Head Story Mode. You can check out these new weapons and items below.

New Weapon Type The new weapon for Hollow Head is a magic wand known as a S-
Bomb. This magic wand does a variety of functions, but the most relevant function is that

the S-Bomb can be used as a versatile weapon. You can turn the S-Bomb

Features Key:
Three stabs synchronized with ffm's personal assault blender's skill system (db2i)
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Each stabs introduces a distinctive sound.
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If I were to assign everyone to a collective team of 10, it's an exclusive invitation-only team, the 
Fankurrute Famrikee!
 
TukusRan
Reykhar7
Stefan
Serahyoh
Shawn
Solenix
Aaron
Chris
Dante's Fist

Also check out my other port of "Son of Sam" Please hit the
"subscribe" button like and share!!! 
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